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Abstract: Foootball players of Zagreb Football
F
Club were
assigned to the test grouup subjected to the system
m of
mation of functtional
measurementss, three variablles for the estim
abilities on thhe treadmill annd ten indicatorrs of the situattional
efficiency of football playeers. The correelation betweenn the
variables appplied in this research was determined by
b a
correlation annalysis; on the other hand, a series of regreession
analyses deteermined the correlation
c
beetween the seet of
functional abbilities as a system
s
of preddictor variablees in
relation to evvery indicator of the situatioonal efficiency as a
criterion variaable.
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the information and
a
its use inn the modificcation of laterr
perfo
formances Hannd and com
mputerised notation systemss
facillitate the collecttion of informaation with the aiim of analysingg
the players' movem
ments, assessinng the tactical and technicall
mpilation. Thee
efficciency and providing statistical com
deveelopment of coomputer and vvideo technolo
ogy has led too
certaain changes in the performannce analysis and
d in the use off
this analysis in the process of traiining improvem
ment. The mainn
hods of rendeering the menntioned data more
m
objectivee
meth
inclu
ude the use off video/notatioon analyses Teeam sports cann
achieve significantt success by using computeerised notationn
analysis, and thus obtained
o
inform
mation can be used
u
for instantt
dback, databasee development, identification of positions inn
feed
the game
g
that need to be improvedd.

1. INTRODU
UCTION
2. PROBLEM
P
A
AND
AIM
The perception of football as
a a kinesiologiical activity raiises a
w is the successs of an individdual football player
p
question: How
during a comppeting activity linked with hiss characteristicss and
abilities?, which is the main aim
a of this papeer.
In order to annswer this quesstion, it is firstt necessary to apply
a
diagnostic proocedures and establish
e
the foootball players'' real
characteristicss and abilities.. Then instrum
ments for objeective
measurement should be appplied with the aim
a of gatherinng as
a possible onn the actual plaayers'
much relevant information as
performance during the com
mpeting activitty. The processs of
a
is callled a
gathering infoormation on a competing activity
notation anallysis. The datta thus obtainned are calledd the
indicators of situational efficiiency.
The majority of
o team sports face
f
the problem
m of identifyingg and
intepreting acttions and eventts taking place in the football field.
The notation analysis is ann effective wayy of resolvingg this
p
focuuses on the movement
m
anaalysis,
problem. It primarily
technical and tactical estimattion and statistical content. Thhis is
why the notation analysis is a technique off analysis of vaarious
performance aspects via thhe process off continuous event
e
F
coachees are able to monitor only the parts
registration . Football
of the footballl field where thhe core of the game (a ball game)
g
takes place whhile the inform
mation on the gaame and movem
ments
in the other parts
p
of the foootball field is not known. Every
E
coach's aim iss to improve a player or a teeam by giving them
feedback on their
t
performannce. Scientific research
r
has prroved
that human observation annd memory are
a not sufficiiently
reliable and can not serve ass accurate and objective indiccators
of an athlete'ss performance, especially not in a complex sport
such as footbaall. It has also been proved thhat football coaaches
are less than 45%
4
precise in their analyses of the events taaking
place within thhe 45-minute sppan of a footbaall game. In ordder to
obtain approopriate feedbaack, instrumeents of objeective
measurement are absolutely necessary. Theey may compreehend
various formss of video anallyses that rely on data proceessing
during a footbball game or aft
fterwards, and on
o biomechaniccal or
computerised notation systeem. Video reccording ensuress the
most realistiic and undeerstandable foorm of feeddback
information. In combinatiion with quaantitative feeddback
information it can probably guarantee
g
the beest understanding of

So far
f there has beeen a number off scientific stud
dies in the fieldd
of football
f
wheree the authors engaged in th
he analysis off
charracteristics and abilities of football players (C
Casajus, 2001)..
Therre have also beeen studies wheere the authors focused on thee
analysis of situational efficiency oof football play
yers (Luhtanen,,
1993
3). However, having
h
studiedd the available literature, wee
havee not been ablee to idenfity a ssingle study of the correlationn
betw
ween, on the one hand, thhe indicators of situationall
efficciency measured by a computeerised notation system and, onn
the other,
o
and funcctional abilities of players This study tried too
resolve the problem
m of correlatioon between, on
n the one hand,,
the indicators of situational effficiency and on the otherr
hus, the aim off
funcctional abilities of the top foottball players. Th
the study was to establish the correlation beetween all thee
meaasured variabless and to establissh the correlatio
on between.

3. METHODS
M
The test group coonsisted of 11 football play
yers of Zagrebb
Foottball Club playiing in five footbball matches in
n the 2008/20099
season of the Croaatian First Leaggue. The data was
w gathered att
two locations. Firrstly, the foottballers' basic morphologicall
charracteristics werre measured: hheight (cm), weight (kg) andd
subccutaneous fat tisssue (%). Thenn they were sub
bjected to a testt
with
h the aim to asssess their enerrgy capacity on
n the treadmill..
The test measured the following variables: averrage maximum
m
oxyg
gen intake (mL
L kg-1min-1), m
maximum heart rate frequencyy
(b min
m -1) and maxim
mum running sppeed (km h-1).
The second part off the data collecction refers to th
he collection off
w carried outt
the indicators of siituational efficiency, which was
by means
m
of foxuus x3, an up-to-date and most
m
objectivee
instrrument of meaasurement of this kind. Fox
xus x3 is ann
interractive analysiss system develloped in accord
dance with thee
dem
mands of top football coachhes. Numerouss studies havee
prov
ved independenntly the efficienccy of this system
m in providing
accu
urate and reliablle information ((Di Salvo et al., 2006).
Ten indicators off situational effficiency weree used in thiss
reseaarch.

The gathered data were processed by SPSS v11.0, a statistical
software product for data management and analysis. Then
descriptive parameters and correlation coefficients were
calculated, which was followed by the use of regression
analyses with the aim of determining the correlation between,
functional characteristics and, on the other, the indicators of
situational efficiency. Every variable of these indicators was set
as a criterion variable while the variables of anthropometric and
functional characteristics represented a set of predictive
variables. Limitations of this research is that there is a
possibility to use much more sophisticated statistics
programmess.

4. RESULTS
Criterion variable
ρ2
Maximum running speed
0,63
(km h-1)
Overal number of passed balls
0,84
Successfully passed balls
0,81
Unsuccessfully passed balls
0,98
Average sprint speed
0,83
Average sprint length (m)
0,51
Number of sprint runs
0,90
Covered distance in the first
0,23
half (m)
Covered distance in the second
0,94
half (m)
Covered sprint distance (m)
0,84
Tab. 1. Results of regression analyses

F(7,3)

P

0,73

0,67

2,24
1,80
24,95
2,07
0,45
3,78

0,27
0,34
0,01
0,30
0,83
0,15

0,13

0,99

6,38

0,08

2,20

0,28

Statistically significant correlations (p<0.05) have been
established between the following variables: overall number of
passed balls and successfully passed balls (r=0,99), overall
number of passed balls and unsuccessfully passed balls
(r=0,79), unsuccessfully and successfully passed balls (r=0,71),
average sprint length and maximum speed (r=0,83), number of
sprint runs and unsuccessfully passed balls (r=0,63), total
distance covered during the second half and number of sprint
runs (r=0,62), total distance covered in sprint run and
unsuccessfully passed balls (r=0,67), total distance covered in
sprint run and number of sprint runs (r=0,91), height and
weight (r=0,71), average maxium oxygen intake and total
distance covered in sprint run (r=0,61), maximum running
speed and number of sprint runs (r=0,76).
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The obtained values of the morphological characteristics are in
accordance with the research carried out on top football players
in some European leagues (Czech, Slovakian, Spanish and
Swedish), as well as the average maximum oxygen intake that
is insignificantly lower than in the mentioned research (Bunc &
Pssota, 2001). The high correlation between the variable of the
overal number of passed balls and the variable of successfully
passed balls (r=0,99) on the one hand, and the variable of
unsuccessfully passed balls on the other (r=0,79) results from
presenting the data in absolute values. It is logical to assume
that, on average, players with more passed balls also have more
successfully and unsuccessfully passed balls. Trainers would
especially profit if the future results for successfully and
unsuccessfully passed balls per player were expressed in
percentage and in relation to the total number of passed balls
per game. It is interesting to notice that there is a statistically
significant correlation between the variables of unsuccessfully
passed balls and number of sprint runs (r=0,63) and the variable
of covered distance in sprint run (r=0,67). Certain studies have
proved that this is caused by the influence of tiredness on
technical performance and accuracy in ball passing during a

football match. The correlation of the variable of the number of
sprint runs and the variable of distance covered in the second
half (r=0,62) and the variable of the covered distance in sprint
run (r=0,94) is understandable because the players with more
covered distance in general, especially with more covered
distance in sprint run, do more sprint runs during a football
match. As a football player needs to cover a certain distance in
order to reach high running speed, the correlation between the
variables of average sprint run and maximum speed (r=0,83) is
logical. The correlation of the variable of the number of sprint
runs and the variable of maximum running speed (r=0,76) as
well as the correlation of the variable of average maximum
oxygen intake and covered distance in sprint run (r=0,61)
indicate that players with better functional abilities are capable
of doing more sprint runs. In other words, they can play in a
football match with more intensity and have a shorter period of
recovery after such an activity, which only supports the recent
research that indicates that the maximum oxygen intake
(VO2max) has a positive correlation with the covered distance
in a football match
A series of regression analyses provided interesting results and
showed that with such top football players the set of predictive
variables consisting of several functional abilities (average
maximum oxygen intake, maximum heart rate frequency,
maximum running speed on the treadmill) are not a statistically
significant predictive factor for the variable of the football
players' situational efficiency measured by Foxus x3 system.
The variable of unsuccessfully passed balls is an exception,
which further proves the fact that the set of morphological
characteristics and the measurement of functional abilities do
not serve as indicators or predictors of high efficiency of top
football players during a football match.A correlation between
the sprint run number and maximum running speed was also
established, as well as that betweeen the covered distance in
sprint run during a game and maximum oxygen intake. Thus,
we can conclude that football players with better functional
abilities cover a greater distance in sprint runs (Smaros, 1980).
A greater variety of functional and motoric variables should be
applied in future research and their correlation with various
indicators of situational efficiency of football players should be
analysed as well. Foxus is primarily a tool that provides the
detection of the real situational efficiency of an invidual player
and the team in concrete situations. This is why it represents an
excellent means of determining the concrete behaviour in a
game. It is also an excellent additional test of morphological,
motoric and functional abilities of football players helping to
identify the good and bad sides of football training and
improvements of sports performance that have to be carried out
via the training process. Future researches will be focused on
bigger sample of other sport clubs.
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